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Calyxt’s FAD2KO High Oleic Soybean

• Targeted mutations in FAD2-1A and FAD2-1B

• Induced with a pair of TALENs (transcription activator-like 
effector nucleases)

• TALEN insertions eliminated through breeding

• Increased levels of oleic acid
• Decreased levels of polyunsaturated fatty acids
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Fatty acid desaturase 2 (FAD2) genes 
convert oleic acid into linoleic acid
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Food producers favor oils rich in oleic acid

• Oleic acid is less prone to oxidation than polyunsaturated fatty 
acids
– Frying properties
– Shelf life

• Food producers once improved the oxidative stability of 
vegetable oils through partial hydrogenation. 

• Today, however, the FDA prohibits the use of partially 
hydrogenated oils in food because they contain harmful trans 
fats

• Consumption of oils higher in oleic acid, when replaced for fats 
and oils higher in saturated fat, may also reduce the risk of 
coronary heart disease
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FAD2 gene expression in soybean has been 
suppressed using many different approaches

Existing variation
Random 

Mutagenesis TILLING
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FAD2 genes in soybean have been 
suppressed using many different approaches

TALEN CRISPR-Cas9 GE/RNAi

GE/RNAi
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FDA previously evaluated two other high 
oleic soybean oils

GE/RNAi
BNF121
GRN306

GE/RNAi
BNF110
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FAD2 mutations have been discovered in 
high oleic varieties of other oilseeds

Safflower Canola Sunflower
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Calyxt started the consultation process with 
pre-submission meetings with FDA

Early 
Consultation 

phase

Developer 
submits 

safety and 
regulatory 

assessment

FDA team of 
experts 

evaluates 
the data and 
information

FDA requests 
additional 

information 
as needed

Repeat until 
safety and 
regulatory 
questions 

are resolved

FDA 
summarizes 

evaluation in 
a memo 

FDA ends 
consultation 
by sending a 
letter to the 
developer
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Elements of the submission

• Basic elements
– Intended trait
– Method of development
– Intended uses

• Molecular characterization
• Compositional analysis
• Conclusions
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Molecular Characterization
Confirmation of intended change

Sanger sequencing confirmed mutations in FAD2-1A and 
FAD2-1B, which were predicted to abolish function

Bioinformatic analysis of predicted polypeptide sequences 
found no similarity to predicted toxins or allergens

Whole genome sequencing found no evidence of new mutations 
in the genes most similar to FAD2-1A and FAD2-1B
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Molecular Characterization
Absence of TALEN/inserted DNA

Whole genome sequencing produced no reads with 
identity to the transformation vector

PCR identified self-pollinated plants that did not 
inherit TALEN DNA
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Elements of the submission

• Basic elements
• Molecular characterization
• Compositional analysis
– Intended trait
– Other key components in soybean

• Conclusions
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Compositional Analysis
Fatty Acid Composition of FAD2KO Soybean

Means and ranges of predominant fatty acids in FAD2KO soybean

Comparison to commodity soybean:
• Parental line
• Literature values
• Codex Alimentarius standard for named vegetable oils
• ILSI Crop Composition Database range, now: Agriculture and Food 

Systems Institute (AFSI) Crop Composition Database (CCDB)

Comparison to other oils:
• Other commonly consumed high oleic oils (e.g. olive, canola)
• Genetically engineered high oleic soybean oil
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Compositional Analysis
Other components

• Proximates (ash, carbohydrate, fat, protein, moisture, acid detergent fiber, 
neutral detergent fiber)

• Isoflavones (dadzein, genisten, glycitein)

• Anti-nutrients (soybean lectin, phytic acid, raffinose, stachyose, trypsin inhibitor)

• Lecithins (phosphatidic acid, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, 
phosphatidylinositol)
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Conclusions

• Calyxt has not introduced into food a new protein or other substance that would 
require premarket approval as a food additive

• Food from FAD2KO soybean is comparable to and as safe as human food from other 
high oleic soybeans

• FAD2KO soybean meal and the animal foods derived from it are as safe as and, with 
the exception of fatty acid profile, are not materially different in composition or any 
other relevant parameter from meal derived from other soybean varieties now 
grown, marketed, and consumed.

• Oil from FAD2KO soybean has a fatty acid profile consistent with criteria for “high 
oleic soybean oil” (Food Chemicals Codex)

• “High oleic soybean oil" is an appropriate common or usual name for oil from 
FAD2KO soybean
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Closing Thoughts

• Similar oils have a long history of safe consumption

• FDA previously evaluated other high oleic soybean oils
– Safety and regulatory issues (e.g. name) were previously addressed

• Focus of consultation: Absence of introduced DNA and product characterization
– The Plant Biotechnology Consultation Program is adaptable

• Product vs. Process
– First consultation on a crop with targeted mutations 
– Relatively short document
– In general, novel processes raise fewer questions than novel products
– New plant varieties will be more complex to evaluate if they make new changes to food, 

regardless of the breeding method
– New food ingredient regulatory submissions (e.g. Generally Recognized As Safe notices) are 

rigorous documents



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

Questions in the future?

Contact us at
plantbiotech@fda.hhs.gov


